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cession of all that lias to be done. No one thinks it odd if you do any amount of work in your own room; of course they laugh at you as ' a bookworm,' but what does that signify?
UI have forgotten to tell you that between breakfast and the chase, Hill and I are examined in three chapters of the Bible which we prepare beforehand. Bradley asks the most capital questions, which one would never think of, and we have to know the geography perfectly. I am astonished to find how indescribably ignorant I am."
" Feb. 23. I daily feel how much happier I am with the Bradleys than I have ever been before. Compared to Lyncombe, Southgate is absolute paradise, the meals are so merry and the little congregations round the fire afterwards, and work is carried on with such zest and made so interesting.
"Yesterday, after work, I went to Waltham Abbey— a long walk to Edmonton, and then by rail to Waltham. I was very anxious to see what a place so long thought of would be like — a tall white tower rising above trees, a long rambling village street, and then the moss-grown walls of the church. The inside is glorious, with twisted Norman pillars, &c., but choked with pews and galleries. The old man who showed it said he was ; quite tired of hearing of church reform and restoration, though the pillars certainly did want whitewashing again sadly.' . . . There is an old gothic gateway on the brink of the river Lea."
"March 9, Harrow. Having got through 'the subject' — Cicero and Greek grammar— yesterday morning, with much trembling but favourable results, I set off to come here. With a bundle like a tramp, I passed through Colney Hatch, Finchley, and Henclon, keeping Harrow steeple and hill well in view, and two miles from Harrow met Kate in her carriage. This morning we have been to

